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I’m a Fish (tune: 
little teapot) 

I’m a little fishy, I can swim. 
Here is my tail; here is my fin. 
When I want to have fun with 

a friend, 
I wiggle my tail and dive right 

in. 

Here’s a Little Turtle 
Here’s a little turtle (put thumb in 

fist to make shell) 
You might think he’s dead 

Just tap him on the back (tap on 
fist with other hand) 

And out pops his head (take thumb 
out of fist) 

Bees 
Here is a beehive. 

 (make a beehive with your fist) 
Where are the bees?  

(pretend to look for bees) 
Hiding inside,  

(try to see bees inside your fist) 
Where nobody sees!  

Soon they come creeping,  
(unfold it slowly) 
Out of their hive. 

One, Two, Three, Four, Five.  
(extend fingers one at a time) 

Buzz, buzz, buzz. (make fingers flutter around) 

Fish 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (count out fingers on one hand) 

I caught a fish alive! (reel in fish) 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10 (count on other hand) 

Then I let him go again (throw out fish on 
pole) 

Why did you let him go? (hold up hands and 
shrug shoulders) 

Because he bit my finger so! (shake finger 
with mad face) 

Which finger did he bite? (hold up hands 
and shrug shoulders) 

This little finger on the right. (hold up pinky 
of right hand) 

Alligator 
Here is the alligator  

(right hand forms alligator) 
Sitting on a log (right hand on left forearm) 

Down in the pool  
(Make horizontal circle with arm) 

He sees a little frog.  
(Put hands around eyes like binoculars) 

In goes the alligator  
(Diving motion with hands) 

Round goes the log 
(Forearms go round each other) 

Splash goes the water (hands go up in the air) 
Away swims the frog 

(swimming motion with hands) 

5 monkeys swinging from a tree 
5 little monkeys swinging from a tree (point five 

fingers down toward the ground and swing 
hand left to right) 

Teasing Mr. Alligator (hands on hips) 
Cant catch me (wave pointer finger right to left) 

Along comes Mr. Alligator  (hands form 
alligator) 

Quiet as can be (finger on lips) 
And SNATCHED (Clap) a monkey right out of the 

tree 
Repeat 4, 3, 2, 1 little monkeys 

 


